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Abstract
·Retinoblastoma (RB) is the most common intraocular
cancer of infancy and childhood. This cancer is initiated
by mutation on , the tumor suppressor gene that is
responsible for the regulation of both cell cycle and
gnome stability in retinal cells. Patients with a
constitutional mutation on can be inherited. RB
occurs approximately 1 in every 15 000-20 000 live births.
The worldwide mortality for this cancer is about 5%-11%.
However, this rate rises to about 40%-70% in developing
countries due to a delay in diagnosis. A wide variety of
options are available for the treatment, but often a
combination of therapies is adopted to optimize
individualized care.
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INTRODUCTION

R etinoblastoma (RB) is the most common intraocular
cancer of childhood, which was first described by

Wardrop in 1809 as a tumor arising from the eye. The
worldwide incidence of retinoblastoma is constant at one
case per 15 000-20 000 live births, which corresponds to
about 9 000 new cases every year [1]. This disease is initiated
by mutation of , the first described tumor-suppressor
gene [2-4]. Most patients are born with constitutional loss of
one allele and then lose the other allele in
developing retinal cells initiating development of RB tumors
within several years after birth [5].
The most common initial sign of retinoblastoma is an
abnormal appearance of the pupil, leukocoria [6-8]. This

phenotype is first apparent when the tumor is still contained
in the eye[9]. The RB remains curable for 3-6 months after the
first sign of leucocoria. Signs and symptoms like vision
deterioration, a red and irritated eye, faltering growth or
delayed development may also be observed during the
diagnosis of retinoblastoma.
RB is a treatable cancer, and curable if caught early enough.
However, many children stricken with it worldwide die [9],
especially in developing countries. Fortunately, positive
changes are being made due to the development of genome
science and global communications, which allows all
children and families affected by RB to have an opportunity
for a cure. The first priority of treatment is to preserve the life
of the child, and then to preserve the vision as well as to
minimize the complications or side effects of the treatment.
Straightforward strategies that can greatly improve the
chances of survival and quality of life of children with RB
should be applied.
The treatment of RB is complex as it involves multiple
factors including age of the patient, size and location of the
tumor as well as the presence or absence of vitreous and
subretinal seeding. A wide variety of options are available for
the treatment, but often a combination of therapies is adopted
to optimize individualized care [1].
EPIDEMIOLOGY
RB is the most common intraocular cancer in children. This
cancer is commonly predisposed by constitutional loss of one

allele and is hereditable. However, approximately 55%
of children with RB have the non-heritable form caused by
different reasons. In about two thirds of cases, only one eye is
affected (unilateral RB) while in the other third, tumors
develop in both eyes (bilateral retinoblastoma) [10]. The
number and size of tumors in each eye varies. In some cases,
the pineal gland is also affected. This is termed trilateral RB.
The position, size and quantity of tumors are considered in
the ophthalmologic treatment of the disease.
The worldwide incidence of RB is reported to be constant at
one case per 15 000-20 000 live births, which corresponds to
about more than 1 100 new cases in China every year. There
is no evidence for any geographic or population hotspots of
this disorder. In the United States, for example, about
300-350 new cases are diagnosed each year. However, the
survival rate for affected children varies in different areas due
to differences in availability of medical care. About 40%-70%
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of children with RB die in Asia and Africa. In China, the
mortality of retinoblastoma is about 30%-40% while in Europe,
Canada, and the USA, this rate is only 3%-5%[1, 11-15].
Most children are diagnosed before the age of five. In
Canada, for example, the mean age at diagnosis is 27 months
(SD 18) for unilateral retinoblastoma and 15 months for
bilateral disease [5]. Early diagnosis and intervention is critical
to the successful treatment of RB. A delay of more than 6
months from the first clinical sign to diagnosis is associated
with 70% mortality recorded in developing countries [5]. In
Kenya, where the mean age at diagnosis is 36 months (SD
21.4) for unilateral RB, and 25 months (SD 16.8) for bilateral
disease, the mortality of retinoblastoma is 73% [12], which is
over 50 times higher than that in Canada (about 1%)[15].
The most common initial sign of RB is leucocoria, which is
first apparent when the tumor is still contained within the
eye. RB remains curable for 3-6 months after the first sign of
leucocoria. However, as leucocoria can also indicate other
vision-threatening conditions such as Coats' disease, cataract
and toxocariasis, prompt medical attention is needed. Late
diagnosis delays treatment and the chances of survival
decrease as retinoblastoma spreads from the eye [16].

AND THE ETIOLOGY OF RB
The gene located on chromosome 13q14 was first
described in the 1980s. As the first tumor suppressor gene
ever described, has been studied extensively. This gene
is inactivated not only in RB, but also in a wide range of
pediatric and adult human cancers. encodes a 100-kDa
nuclear phosphoprotein that has the ability to restrict cell
cycle progression at the G1/S transition of the cell cycle by
inhibition of E2F transcription factors, which is thought to be
essential for its tumor suppression function. When
phosphorylated by Cyclin/Cdk (cyclin-dependent kinase)
complexes, RB loses its ability to bind to E2F and
subsequently initiates proliferation in the cell. Cyclin/Cdk
complexes themselves are under the control of small cell
cycle inhibitors of the INK4 and CIP/KIP families, including
p16Ink4a and p21Cip1 [17,18]. Taken together, this RB pathway is
composed of INK4-CIP/KIP cell cycle inhibitors, Cyclin/Cdk
complexes, RB and its two family members, p107 and p130
as well as E2F transcription factors (Figure 1A). RB has also
been reported to regulate G1/S progression through another
pathway by interacting with Cdh1/APC and Skp2 to stabilize
P27Kip1 (Figure 1B). Beyond its direct control of the
transcription of programs of genes involved in proliferation,
RB may also regulate global gene expression by interacting
with chromatin remodeling enzymes [19]. Finally, it has been
shown that in mouse embryonic fibroblasts lacking the RB
genes , p107, and p130 (TKO MEFs), cells proliferate in
spite of unrepaired DNA damage. These mitotic cells show

chromatid breaks and chromatid cohesion defects that lead to
aneuploidy in the descendent cell population, indicating a
role for in G2/M checkpoint and genome stabilization [20].
Most young children with hereditable RB are diagnosed
within several years after birth. This specific age window
suggests a model of tumor initiation in which loss of RB
function must happen in specific populations of cells that
may be transiently present in the developing retina [18]. This is
consistent with the fact that many progenitor cell markers are
also found in tumors as reviewed by Dyer and Bremner
2005 [17]. However, differentiated markers can also be found
in some tumor cells [21,22]. Ajioka [23] found that
differentiated (-/-); p107 (+/-); p130 (-/-) horizontal
interneurons could re-enter the cell cycle and form metastatic
RB, indicating a possible role for differentiated cells in RB
initiation. Thus, the identity of the cell of origin of RB is still
being debated.
Though, loss of RB function does have visible effects in
retinal progenitors, it is not sufficient for tumor initiation. For
instance, deletion of the mouse gene in the developing
mouse retina results in ectopic proliferation and increased
cell death in specific cell populations [24], while studies using
mouse models showed that Rb+/- animals develop
neuroendocrine tumors and die early [25], further deletion of
p107 and/or p130 enhances the defects caused by RB
deletion and is required to initiate retinoblastoma in
mice [22,24,26]. Heterozygous deletion of E2F1 prevents the
tumor initiation in RB deficient retinal progenitors. Blockade
of Cdk2 activity during a short period of time in young mice

Figure 1 RB and G1/S regulation [20] A: Classical pathway of
RB and G1/S transition. Small cell cycle inhibitors of the INK4 and
CIP/KIP families inhibit the activity of Cyclin/Cdk complexes,
which consequently maintain the activity of RB by preventing it
from being phosphorylated. Unphosphorylated RB would bind E2F
family proteins and block their activities as transfactors; B: Beyond
the classical pathway, RB also controls the cell cycle by blocking
the degradation of the p27 small cell cycle inhibitor.
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is also sufficient to prevent retinoblastoma development [27].
Taken together, these experiments indicate that the tumor
suppression function of RB is mainly based on its role in
G1/S regulation.
Intriguingly, RB+/- mice develop neuroendocrine tumors
rather than RB, indicating a role for RB in tumor suppression
after G1/S transition. This is consistent with the fact that RB
may also interact with several chromatin regulators, such as
DNMT1 and Rbp2 [28,29], and regulate the expression of
several other histone modifiers including HDAC1.
Experiments using a knock-in allele that harbors a
mutation in the LxCxE binding site show that this motif is
important for the ability of RB to bind several
histone-modifying enzymes, promote histone H4K20
trimethylation (a marker of repressive chromatin) at
centromeres, and prevent chromosome fusions that lead to
aneuploidy [30]. Further studies indicate that the LxCxE-
binding motif in pRb is also important for tumor suppression,
as this knock-in allele causes chromosome instability (CIN)
and consequently accelerates loss of heterozygosis, tumor
formation, and lethality in Trp53-mutant mice [31].
Given the critical role for RB in tumor suppression, it is not
surprising that patient carrying a constitutional mutation
has an increased risk of second malignancies of the lung,
bladder, bone, soft tissues, skin, and brain throughout life,
especially when the children are treated with radiation [32]. In
fact, as noted in a study of 1 604 patients, incidence of a
second malignancy was recorded at 51% versus 5% for
heritable and nonheritable forms of retinoblastoma
respectively [33].
MEDICAL MANAGEMENT OF RETINBLASTOMA
Classification of the extent of cancer at presentation should
be the first priority. The International Intraocular
Retinoblastoma Classification (IIRC) for prediction of
outcomes for eyes treated with chemotherapy and focal laser
treatment was accepted at the 2003 meeting of the
International Society of Genetic Eye Disease and
Retinoblastoma [34]. IIRC classification of each eye by extent
of intraocular disease at diagnosis, and use of the seventh
edition of the American Joint Committee on Cancer and
International Union Against Cancer's staging (TNM clinical
classification) to assess the whole patient by extent of
extraocular disease is generally recommended [5] . In fact, as
the gold-standard classification to establish an appropriate
care plan for patients with cancer, TNM is used worldwide
and recommended by many ophthalmology journals for
staging of retinoblastoma [35].
Despite significant advances in treatment options, enucleation
is still the first choice for most unilateral patients. In
developing countries, eyes of 75% of unilateral

retinoblastomas are enucleated as typically the disease is
detected at an advanced stage. Care must be taken when eyes
with intraocular retinoblastoma are enucleated to prevent the
tumor from spreading.
External Beam Radiation Therapy (EBRT) was first used to
treat retinoblastoma in the early 1950s [36]. However, for
children with a constitutional mutation, this therapy
would heighten lifelong risk of a second cancer [37, 38]. Thus,
this therapy is generally replaced by chemotherapy combined
with focal laser treatment.
Systemic chemotherapy is widely used for intraocular
retinoblastoma. Long-term systemic chemotherapy alone
cannot be relied on to control intraocular retinoblastoma,
chemotherapy generally requires adjuvant therapies, focal
laser treatment or cryotherapy. Close surveillance at frequent
examinations under anesthesia is necessary for 2 years or
longer after chemotherapy to ensure ablation of all tumor
cells[5].
Intra-arterial chemotherapy is to inject chemotherapy directly
into the ophthalmic artery thereby potentially avoiding some
of the systemic toxicities encountered with intravenous
administration of chemotherapeutic agents [39, 40]. However,
some reports point out that ophthalmic arterial infusion of
melphalan is technically feasible and can result in striking
regression of tumor [41,42]. Further studies are necessary [5].
In 2011, 2 groups of scientists reported a high-dose
chemotherapy followed by autologous stem cell rescue to
treat systematic RB independently. However, toxicity and
follow-up data for a longer period are still needed to judge
the efficacy of this therapy.
SUMMARY
Retinoblastoma occurs approximately 1 in every 15 000-20 000
live births and is known as the most common intraocular
cancer of infancy and childhood. It can occur in one eye
(unilateral) or in both eyes (bilateral). This tumor is usually
confined to the eye, and is treatable or even curable if found
early enough. However, late diagnosis delays treatment and
retinoblastomas might spread from the eye increasing the risk
of mortality.
As the first described tumor suppressor gene, is believed
to be essential for the development of retinal cells. The
protein RB, which is encoded by the gene, is known to
take part in three pathways. Firstly, it cooperates with
INK4-CIP/KIP cell cycle inhibitors, Cyclin/Cdk complexes,
p107 and p130 as well as E2F transcription factors (Figure
1A) to regulate G1/S transition during mitosis. Secondly, this
protein may also regulate G1/S progression by interacting
with Cdh1/APC and Skp2 to stabilize P27Kip1 (Figure 1B).
And finally, RB can interact with several chromatin
regulators to maintain gnome stability. Loss of function of
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initiates retinoma and causes genome instability in
retinal cells, but is insufficient to cause retinoblastoma. The
genome instability would subsequently increase the chance
for mutations on other genes and finally cause
retinoblastoma.
A wide variety of options are available for the treatment,
including enucleation, External Beam Radiation Therapy
(EBRT), systemic chemotherapy, intra-arterial chemotherapy
and several other approaches under trial currently. The
treatment of retinoblastoma is complex. Treatment involves
multiple factors including age of the patient, size and location
of the tumor as well as the presence or absence of vitreous
and subretinal seeding. A combination of therapies is usually
adopted to optimize individualized care.
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